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Wishing our readers
a Happy, Healthy New Year
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Memphis teens join more than 2,300 NCSY members in a
“A Summer to Remember”

NCSY Teens from around the world participate in Jolt Israel
Courtesy: NCSY
additional U.S.-based programs to their
This was an extremely meaningful summultitude of offerings this season. The
mer for the more than 15 Memphis-area
programs included Camp Kesher, Camp
teens who participated in the 23 NCSY
Maor, Camp Sports, GIVE, GIVE West,
summer programs offered in Israel and the
Hatzalah Rescue, Israel ID, JOLT Israel,
United States – despite the challenges preJSU GO, Kadima Lavi, Kadima Mosented by global pandemic.
rasha, Kollel, Michlelet, MYC Israel
“It was a summer to remember! After
Discovery, Next Step Israel Internships,
close to a year-and-a-half of disruption to
Road Trip, RTC, TJJ, TJJ AP, TJJ Acthe lives of our teens, it was very importtion and TJJ West.
ant that we brought back our usual proThe groups in Israel came together
gramming in an extraordinary way,” said
for an inspirational Yom NCSY mid-JuNCSY Summer Director David Cutler.
ly where over 2,300 program participants, staff and supporters gathered to
“My summer experience
celebrate the return of NCSY Summer
truly was the greatest
programs to Israel. The event was held
summer ever, from the top
at Live Park in Rishon LeZion and feaof Israel to the bottom. It
tured Jewish music sensations Shlomo
was filled with fun, learning,
and Eitan Katz. The event also raised
and obviously tons of
nearly $128,000 towards scholarships
for next summer’s NCSY programs.
hiking. – Coby Goldblatt
Yom NCSY included a dedication of
an NCSY Summer Sefer Torah, which
will be housed at NCSY Kollel’s camWith government border guidelines in
pus in Beit Meir. In the days leading up
constant flux and many teens not being
to the grand event, the scroll along with
eligible for vaccines in their local states
its sofer, traveled to the NCSY Kollel
until just weeks before the scheduled
campus where teens from all different
flight dates of their trips, NCSY added

religious backgrounds had the opportunity to write the final letters of the scroll.
“I never thought I’d meet lifelong
friends in Israel,” said Mandy Cassius.
“But I was totally wrong. My summer
experience was amazing, and I can’t
wait to go back!”
Her sister agreed. “My summer experience was the best,” said Abby Cassius.
“I went out of the country for the first
time, and on top of that, it was ISRAEL. Also, I will forever remember the
friendships I made and places I saw. For
example, when we visited Har Hertzel cemetery, everyone shed tears, and
when I visited the Kotel, I saw how all
of us could safely gather to pray especially on Tisha B’av.”
“NCSY’s summer programs continue to inspire and engage our teens in so
many positive ways. They grow spiritually, physically and emotionally through
the amazing work of our dedicated and
committed staff,” said Orthodox Union
President Moishe Bane. “We are ex-

“NCSY Jolt Israel was the
best summer of my life.
I was so happy, I made
so many friends, I felt so
welcomed, and felt so
loved. Even as one of 10
or 11 out-of-towners with
60 in-towners, I still felt
so loved by everyone.
The amazing Rabbi Noam
Weinberger was the best
rabbi I could’ve asked for.
And it was the best program
I could’ve asked for. It was
incredible. We went all
around Israel. It was the
most immersive, loving,
Jewish program I have ever
been on.” – Zevi Bosin

“Jolt Israel was an
unbelievable opportunity to
grow both religiously and
as a person. Between the
night activities and running
the simchat Hayeled camp,
Jolt Israel provided me
with ample opportunities
to improve my leadership
skills, and I look forward
to taking them home, and
become a leader in my
community. – Aidan Kahane
tremely thankful to David and his staff,
the Israeli government and most of all
Hashem for helping to make this summer a successful one for our teens.”
“The summertime is such a pivotal
time and opportunity for our teens to
connect with their heritage and for informal education to take root in inspiring
their religious growth,” said NCSY International Director Rabbi Micah Greenland. “Unfortunately, last summer we
were forced to cancel our programs due
to the pandemic, making this summer’s
programs even more meaningful. We’re
extremely thankful to our staff, our participants, and those who helped us in Israel make this summer a success.”
NCSY is the flagship youth movement of the Orthodox Union (OU).
Founded in 1898, the Orthodox Union,
(OU), serves as the voice of American
Orthodox Jewry, with over 400 congregations in its synagogue network. As the
umbrella organization for American Orthodox Jewry, the OU is at the forefront
of advocacy work on both state and federal levels, outreach to Jewish teens and
young professionals through NCSY, OUJLIC, Birthright Israel/Israel Free Spirit,
Yachad and OU Press, among many other divisions and programs. For more information, visit www.ou.org. HW
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Jewish social services groups kick
into high gear as Afghan refugees
begin to arrive in US
Established September, 1925
By Leo I. Goldberger (1902-1989)
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A family evacuated from Afghanistan is led through the arrival terminal
at Dulles International Airport in the Washington area to board a bus that
will take them to a refugee processing center, Aug. 25, 2021.
Credit: Anna Moneymaker/Getty Images

By Philissa Cramer

(JTA) – Jewish communities around
the world are reactivating their refugee-support networks as they prepare to
help resettle Afghans who have fled the
Taliban takeover of their country.
In recent weeks, tens of thousands of
Afghans have been airlifted from Kabul after the Taliban retook control of
Afghanistan with the U.S. exit from the
country after 20 years. Many will spend
time in another country while they wait
to be admitted to the United States, but
some are already arriving – and needing
support as they adapt to a sudden relocation and a new country.
The importance of welcoming strangers is so deeply rooted in Jewish tradition and experience that immigration
issues have long enjoyed a bipartisan
consensus in Jewish communities even
amid deep polarization on other topics.
Many cities have social services agencies that began to support Jewish immigrants and now work with new arrivals
of all backgrounds, often coordinating
with HIAS, formerly the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society, to identify refugees
and meet their needs.
Those agencies – and the Jewish communities that support them – are now
scrambling to prepare for a wave of new
arrivals as the United States wages an
around-the-clock effort to remove as
many people as possible who supported
the U.S. military mission in advance of
an Aug. 31 withdrawal deadline.
In California, Jewish Family Services
of Silicon Valley and Jewish Family &
Community Services East Bay are preparing to support 130 families, according to
J., the Jewish News of Northern California. The East Bay organization has been
helping Afghans resettle for years, but has
never tried to support so many families so
quickly, the newspaper reported.

“This whole thing has been just super
expedited,” the group’s senior director
of development, Holly Taines White,
told J. “Doing this work is deeply rooted
in our history and our values.”
White noted that the new arrivals hold
what’s known as special immigrant visas, or SIVs, because they collaborated
with the United States, meaning that
many have experienced trauma throughout the upheaval in their country.
“Every single SIV we’ve resettled
has had threats against them or their
family members, or had a family member killed, or had a family member
kidnapped, or had a friend who also
worked with the United States who was
pulled out of their house and killed on
the street,” White told the newspaper.
In Southern California, Jewish Family Service of San Diego told the Times
of San Diego it has resettled 74 Afghans
since Aug. 6 and is preparing for an untold number of additional arrivals.
“Most cases are assigned to JFS with
little more than 24 hours’ notice before
arrival, though all have prior connections – whether family or friends – to
the San Diego region,” Etleva Bejko,
the director of refugee and immigration
services for the nonprofit organization,
told the paper.
As of last week, Jewish Community
and Family Services of Pittsburgh had
already learned that it would resettle
two Afghan families, including one that
arrived on a tourist visa and now will be
able to stay in the country. But it anticipated that the number would rise.
“We’re planning as if we’re going to
receive more than a handful of families,” the local group’s director of refugee and immigration services told the
Pittsburgh Jewish Chronicle. “We won’t
see hundreds of people arriving at the
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Memphis Candlelighting Time
Erev Shabbat, Fri. Sept. 3, 2021 / 26 Elul, 5781 ................................7:05 p.m.
Havdalah, Sat. Sept. 4, 2021 / 27 Elul, 5781 .................................... 8:00 p.m.
Weekly Torah Portion: Nitzavim

same time, but this is going to be a slow
process of refugees arriving for a long
time.”
In Tampa, Florida, Gulf Coast Jewish
Family and Community Services has resettled six Afghan families and expects
four more next week, according to the
Tampa Bay Times. The group pays for
housing until refugees can begin working, but a representative told the newspaper that the tight housing market has
made it challenging to find apartments
for the new arrivals.
Jewish Social Services, the only ref-
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ugee resettlement agency in Madison,
Wisconsin, has resettled 61 refugees
from Afghanistan since 2017, including 14 in the past three months. It’s
expecting an influx now, the group told
WMTV, a local TV station.
“We’re reaching out to potential landlords, we’re reaching out to hotel managers to say this is what we expect to
happen, we don’t know when it’s going
to happen, we don’t know for how long
it’s going to be happening for, but as
our partner, we would like you to know
about it,” the group’s executive director
told the TV station.
Jewish social services groups in Kansas City, Delaware and Seattle have all
told local news organizations that they
are standing by to support refugees who
arrive in their areas.
Efforts to support Afghan refugees
span the globe. In England, British
Jews are drawing on their collective
memory of the Kindertransport, which
brought children from Germany to England during the Holocaust, as they
gather money and goods for refugees
who arrive there. The Bushey United
Synagogue in Hertfordshire told the local Jewish News it had experienced an
“overwhelming” response after asking
for donations to support 30 Afghan families in the area.
We “recognize that our grandparents
came into this country as refugees and
all we’re trying to do is pay it back forward,” the synagogue’s rabbi told the
BBC. HW
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MHA-FYOS Back-to-School events
School for Boys (CYHSB) enjoyed a
few different events to welcome new
students to their respective groups. In
the CYHSB, new students received
welcome bags from the Student Council
and the boys held an after-school swimming party, a field day and barbecue
dinner. In the GMSG, students attended
an after-school roller skating event and
later, a swim party.
“It has been an amazing first week at

|
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Delta Children
teams up with
Operation
Homefront,
Mitzvah
Circle and
Homefront
Pumps for
charitable
initiatives

“It has been an amazing
first week at CYHSB.
I have really enjoyed
getting to know my new
teachers and all of the
guys in the school.”

CYHSB Students enjoy a PTA Back-to-School BBQ
To welcome families back to the
building and acclimate new students
to school, MHA-FYOS held a number
of Back-to-School events. On the second night of school, the Parent/Teacher Association (PTA) held a Back-toSchool Barbecue. Volunteers cooked a

Courtesty: CYHSB

delicious meal and despite the rain, the
event was incredibly well attended and
fun for all. The PTA also delivered new
student welcome bags to the new families’ homes.
The Goldie Margolin School for Girls
(GMSG) and Cooper Yeshiva High

CYHSB. I have really enjoyed getting
to know my new teachers and all of the
guys in the school. I’m looking forward
to a great high school experience!” said
CYHSB ninth grader Nathan Greenbaum.
Overall, it was an excellent first week
for students in Pre-K 3 through 12th
grade and it promises to be an even better year! HW

SPECIAL DEADLINE!

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 9
DEADLINE IS FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 3

5701 Sycamore Grove Road
Absolutely Astounding!

You have never seen a home like this. The owners took this custom
designed and custom built home and created a veritable showplace
of visual delights! Nothing has been left untouched. The Kitchen/
Hearth Room has 24 Custom Cabinets and FP which also opens to
the Dining Room. Brazilian Cherry Flooring! 2nd/Entertainment
Kitchen! Game/Billiard area. Almost ¾ acre Park-Like rear
grounds! Call or email me for details. $549,900. And, remember…

When you want the job DONE, call Shel-DONE!
Sheldon Rosengarten,
Broker

REALTOR Emeritus*

*Awarded by the National Association of Realtors
for 40 Years of Service.

Credit: Delta Children
Delta Children is excited to announce
their charitable donations for 2021. Delta Children’s recent and ongoing donation initiatives cover a variety of local
areas and causes that they feel passionate about, including military families
and the Jewish community
In June, Operation Home Front and
Delta Children paired up to host two
baby showers in the New Jersey and
New York areas. At both events, each
family received a crib and mattress
from Delta Children and additional donated gifts for baby, as well as educational information to help them in their
new role as parents. The first event, held
on June 11, 2021, serviced 50 new and
expecting military families from Joint
Base McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst in New
Jersey. The second event, held on June
25, 2021, serviced 50 new and expecting military families from nearby Ft.
Drum in Black River, NY.
On Aug. 2, 2021, Mitzvah Circle
hosted a giveaway with Delta Children
to get baby gear (donated by Delta Children) into the hands of families in crisis.
Three-hundred play yards were donated
and provided to families who are homeless, living in poverty or struggling with
serious illness in the Norristown, Pa.,
area.
On Aug. 18, 2021, Delta Children
teamed up with Homefront Pumps for
their virtual Boots & Babies celebration,
which celebrates service members and
the sacrifices these families make each
and every day. Delta Children, along
with many other top parenting brands
have partnered to provide a $300+ value
in gifts for each attendee. Delta Children will continue this partnership with
three other similar events being held
throughout the year.
Later this year, Delta Children will
also be donating products to military
families stationed at Fort Bragg, NC,
and separately, with Jackson in Action
for a drive through baby shower taking
place on Nov. 6, 2021.
For more information on Delta Children, please visit deltachildren.com. HW
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Be What You Intend To Be
Editor’s note:
This story is being
reprinted in memory
of Ted Roberts in
appreciation of his
longtime service
as a newspaper
columnist.

By Ted Roberts

My friend, Herb, likes to get an early
start.
On the golf course, he stands twenty
feet in front of the tee. When he eats
out, he brings a drink from home, so he
doesn’t have to wait for a turtle-speed
server to bring one.
And as the months slip by before the
High Holidays, he uses a similar philosophy. Why wait for those awesome ten
days to be engraved in the Book of Life?
Why not a head start and begin now to
rack up mitzvah points?
And Herb is no minor leaguer when
it comes to mitzvahs. So, in early July
he gives $25 to the Rabbi’s discretionary fund.

Later in the month he skips the AllStar game on TV to help the kids with
their geography homework. He even
passes on the Auburn/Tennessee game
so he can visit his aging aunt in Memphis. No sacrifice is too much to get a
head start on those ten days of awe. He
even takes his wife out for supper, and I
don’t mean hamburgers.
Now, besides his own fate, he’s also
concerned about his dear wife. Why not
teach the same philosophy. No need to
wait for Rosh Hashanah. She can begin this very morning. Instead of plain
scrambled eggs for breakfast, she can
show her bountiful love for Herb by adding sliced salami and onions to the mix.
And better yet, take out the garbage
(usually Herb’s job). A wife wheeling
out a 100-pound garbage can to the
street must be mentioned somewhere in
the Talmud. But the awesome and admirable thing about Herb is his concern for
his wife. He shares his spiritual philosophy with her.
Why restrict yourself to ten days? So
little time to correct so many moral mis-

steps since last Yom Kippur. If you only
pretend to be good – go through the motions – an evil heart that simulates goodness is credible.
A great essayist/philosopher, Max
Beerbohm, tells a fable: An evil man
lusts after a fair and virtuous maid. But
everybody knows he’s a world-class
philandering louse. And besides this
weakness of the flesh, he’s a dishonorable, lying, cheating, all ’round nogoodnik. His reputation as a scum bag is so
well known that even his naïve beauty
of a target is aware of his evil heart.
So, how to seduce the object of his
lustful attention? Ah, he’s got it!! He’ll
wear a mask – a mask that glows with
goodness. He’ll also trick the world and
even his Creator. All who look upon
him will admire the radiance of his false
face. He wears it so long and he wears
it so well that his villainous nature turns
saintly. His real face becomes the face
of the mask. “The mask worn long
enough becomes the man,” says Joseph
Epstein, who tells us the Beerbohm fable. The ex-sinner throws away the now
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Ted has a new
revised book
50% new stories

The scribbler
on The roof
by Ted roberts
The best of Ted’s
work—a collection
of stories designed
to make you laugh
and cry
$10.95
available at lulu.com
superfluous mask. It momentarily lies in
the grassy meadow – then melts in the
rays of the morning sun. Sometimes you
become what you pretend to be. And
maybe that’s good enough.
The syndicated humor of Ted, the Scribbler on the roof, has appeared in newspapers around the U.S., on National Public
Radio, and numerous websites. HW

3,000-plus pro-Israel lawyers ask European countries to skip
Durban conference
(JNS) – A global network of more
than 3,000 pro-Israel lawyers and activists is asking European countries to
withdraw their participation from an upcoming event marking the 20th anniversary of the Durban Conference, reported
The Jerusalem Post.
The Durban IV Conference is slated
to take place at the United Nations in

New York on Sept. 22. The International Legal Forum (ILF) said in a letter to
U.N. ambassadors and foreign ministers
that the event, first held in South Africa
in 2001, has “descended into an infamous hotbed of unbridled Jew-hatred,
anti-Semitism and vilification of the
State of Israel.”
ILF explained that the conference “re-

Happy
New
Year
May the coming year
Bring to you and yours
All the blessings of peace,
Health, joy and happiness.

vived the ‘Zionism is Racism’ slur, outrageously claimed Israel is an ‘apartheid
state,’ distorted the Holocaust and made
numerous Nazi analogies. It also became the birthplace and catalyst of the
modern boycott, divestment and sanctions [BDS] movement, which seeks the
destruction of the State of Israel as its
ultimate goal.”
The pro-Israel group sent the letter to
countries that have adopted the IHRA
working definition of anti-Semitism,
including Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus,
Finland, Greece, Italy, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Moldova, North Macedonia,

Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Spain, Sweden and Switzerland.
ILF further argued that these countries have a moral obligation to pull out
of the Durban conference because the
event has engaged in activity that contradicts the IHRA definition, according
to the Post.
Multiple countries have announced
that they will not be attending the conference, including the United States,
Canada, Australia, the United Kingdom,
Hungary, Austria, the Netherlands, the
Czech Republic, Israel, France, Germany, and, most recently, Bulgaria. HW
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This is a formal statement by the
Memphis Jewish Republican Coalition
(MJRC) in response to a news article
in the 8/26/21 Hebrew Watchman regarding the controversy over comments
made by a Houston High assistant principle. The MJRC was started in 2012
and has over 1,000 members.
The Memphis Jewish Republican Coalition does not view the FB post by Ms.
Matykiewicz as anti-Semitism. We view
it simply for what it was: A bad analogy by someone who was not aware that
her “repost” on Facebook equating the
idea of being forced to show vaccination papers to Jews being forced to wear
Jewish stars during WW2. Ms. Matykiewicz is only guilty of being unaware
of Jewish sensitivities regarding her
analogy. There was ZERO “intent” to
be anti-Semitic. The MJRC was, how-

ever, appalled at certain individuals, and
some of the Jewish community leadership who were quick to jump to conclusions and call Ms. Matykiewicz an
anti-Semite and/or Holocaust denier in
the media. Several Jewish and non-Jewish parents of Houston High students
reached out to the MJRC because they
were outraged that a former teacher/
assistant principal who they knew and
respected was being personally attacked
by members of the Jewish community
via social media.
Let’s be clear, there is a hypocritical
political aspect to this moral outrage.
The left persists in portraying anti-vax
Americans as Republican, even though
there are people on both sides of the aisle
who view this as a personal health decision and aren’t vaccinated. The MJRC
endorses Covid vaccinations, and ev-

SERVICES AVAILABLE

• Driver—Courteous and reliable person to take

you anywhere you need to go in Memphis and surrounding areas: Dr’s appointments, Shopping, Errands, Airport. Available weekdays and weekends.

• House Sitting and Dog Sitting—

Responsible adult available to stay with your dogs
while you are away. I love dogs!

Contact Rick Danzig: 901-337-6009
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Viewpoints expressed in letters, commentaries, cartoons and other
opinion pieces, beside letters from the editor of The Hebrew Watchman,
do not reflect those of The Hebrew Watchman. We welcome submissions
of letters and commentaries to info@hebrewwatchman.com. Please see
guidelines below for Letters to the Editor.
ery Republican Governor in the USA is
vaccinated. Democrats had no problem
back in 2018 claiming POTUS Trump’s
border policies and detention centers
were the same as Nazi Concentration
Camps. You did not hear a word about
anti-Semitism then, because the media
and the left had an agenda. You would
be hard pressed to explain the difference
between the appropriation of the yellow
Jewish Star to advance a political agenda and using a Concentration Camp to
make a point about border policy.
The real lesson here is that cyber
bullying is no longer just a thing mean
kids do to each other. Now adults are
doing it. The phenomenon of “cancel
culture” invading our society is what
is most disturbing about this incident.
A fellow teacher at Houston High posted support for Ms. Matykiewicz, and

now he is being investigated by the
school – for what? America used to be
a place where differences of opinion
were tolerated, and incidents like this
were “learning moments.” Instead, we
now have Facebook mobs wanting to
hang people at high noon, or in this
case start a petition to make her lose
her job for a simple mistake. Unlike the
Nashville Hat Store that reposted the
same meme six months ago and made
the national news by sticking with their
bad analogy in the face of Jewish outrage, Ms. Matykiewicz admitted her
mistake, learned her lesson, and took
down her post immediately. I blame the
press for legitimizing and amplifying
this petty incident. Lord help us when
a real anti-Semitic incident happens
and the public views it as Jews crying
“WOLF.” HW
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Iran’s new government appoints 2
suspected in 1994 bombing of Buenos
Aires Jewish center
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IDF Arabic spokesman urges Gazans not to
heed Hamas calls for border riots

By JTA Staff

(JTA) – Iran’s new government includes two men who have been implicated in the 1994 bombing of the AMIA
Jewish center in Buenos Aires that
killed 85 people.
Last Wednesday, the parliament approved Ahmad Vahidi as interior minister and Mohsen Rezai as vice president
of economic affairs among the 19 nominations by President Ebrahim Raisi.
In its investigation of the bombing,
which also injured 300, Argentina has
said Vahidi and Rezai played key roles.
Both are listed by Interpol with red
alerts, meaning they are wanted for arrest internationally.
Since 2010, Vahidi has been the subject of sanctions by the United States,
which seek to freeze any assets he may
have under U.S. jurisdiction. He headed the Quds Force, the paramilitary arm
of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard,
at the time of the 1994 attack, and was
Iran’s Defense Minister between 2009
and 2013.
Jewish institutions in Argentina and

Ahmad Vahidi Credit: Atta
Kenare/AFP via Getty Images
Israel, as well as the Argentine government, criticized the Vahidi nomination.
“This decision once again exposes the
Iranian government’s contempt for Argentine Justice and the victims of terrorism,” DAIA, the Argentine Jewish umbrella, said when Vahidi was nominated
for the cabinet position two weeks ago.
Argentina’s Foreign Ministry in its
statement last Wednesday demanded that
Iran “fully cooperate with the Argentine
courts, allowing the people who have
been accused of participating in the attack against the AMIA to be tried.” HW
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Children in Gaza participate in Hamas-instigated riots along the Israeli
border, Aug. 24, 2021. 				
Credit: Source: Twitter.
fence in northern Gaza, hurling explo(JNS) – Lt. Col. Avichay Adraee, head
sives and firing at Israeli forces, as well
of the Arab media division of the Israel
as attempting to scale the security barDefense Forces Spokesperson’s Unit,
rier.
warned the residents of the Gaza Strip
In response to the riots, which lasted
last Wednesday not to heed Hamas’s
some three hours – and during which
call to riot along the border with Israel.
Israeli Border Police officer Sgt. Bar-El
Tweeting a photo of two young chilHadaria Shmueli suffered a critical head
dren, dressed in military garb with war
injury from Palestinian gunfire – IDF
paint on their faces and mock assault
warplanes struck four Hamas weapon
rifles in their hands, Adraee wrote in Ardepots and production facilities.
abic: “A picture I’d like to share with
The IDF last Monday then instituted
you of kids at the [recent] ‘peaceful’
certain changes in its border deploydemonstration. … Isn’t it forbidden to
ment, such as the expansion of a buffer
educate them to take up arms? Gaza reszone between Gazan rioters and Israeli
idents! Today, Hamas is again inviting
soldiers.
you to risk your lives. Don’t get close to
Israeli fighter jets struck Hamas tarthe fence and don’t use tools of violence
gets in Gaza last Monday night in reand terrorism.”
sponse to incendiary-balloon attacks
Adraee’s appeal came four days after
earlier in the day that sparked multiple
hundreds of Palestinians, at the behest
fires in the Western Negev. HW
of Hamas, staged riots along the border

Spanish university cancels course comparing
Gaza to Auschwitz

(JNS) – A university in Spain canceled a course that would have examined comparisons between the Auschwitz concentration camp and the
Gaza Strip after facing backlash from a
local pro-Israel group.
The University of Santiago de Compostela’s philosophy faculty organized
the course titled “Auschwitz/Gaza: A
testing ground for comparative literature,” according to Action and Commu-

Contact Us
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Covington: 901-296-1200
memphis-169.comfortkeepers.com

University of Santiago de
Compostela, Spain. Credit:
Justraveling.com via Wikimedia
Commons.
nication on the Middle East (ACOM), a
Spanish organization that promotes relations between Israel and Spain.
A poster for the class showed images of children in a Nazi concentration
camp standing behind barbed wire, juxtaposed next to a photo of a woman and
child, although it’s not clear if they are
supposed to be Palestinian.
“They did not choose any other place
or event, but precisely the location
where more than a million people were
murdered, with the intention of criminalizing, dehumanizing and questioning the legitimacy of Israel, looking to
extend a similarity between the Jewish
state and Nazi Germany, a behavior defined as anti-Semitic in the IHRA definition of anti- Semitism officially adopted
by Spain,” said ACOM.
After the pro-Israel group denounced
the class last week on Twitter, the school
decided to pull the course, ACOM said
last Tuesday.
“We celebrate that the university has
rectified – eliminating from its academic offer a course designed only from the
utmost clumsiness, fierce sectarianism
and a shameless sense of impunity – a
true enormity that trivializes the Holocaust, even awarding academic credits
for it,” said the organization. HW
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What can market volatility teach
investors about the fundamentals?
Provided by Mike Stein, Managing Director - Investments

While market volatility can be
painful, it can remind investors of the
importance of sticking to the fundamentals.
Market volatility, painful as it can be,
can actually provide an important lesson for investors about why it’s important to stick to the fundamentals, such as
having an asset allocation strategy and
regularly reviewing your plan. With that
in mind, here are suggestions for these
turbulent times that may help you turn
today’s worries into tomorrow’s good
habits.
Remembering asset allocation
When market volatility occurs after
an extended period when the economy
and markets have been on the rise, as
they were over the last 10 or so years,
investors have the opportunity to get
back to fundamentals they may have
forgotten. This is especially true for
asset allocation – the strategy financial
professionals return to time and again
when investors want help dealing with
volatile markets.
At its most basic level, asset allocation is how you diversify your investments across different asset classes
(stocks, bonds, cash alternatives, etc.).
This varies based on a number of factors, primarily:
• What you want your investments to
help you achieve (objectives)
• How comfortable you are with market volatility (risk tolerance)
• How long it will be before you will
need to access your investments (time
horizon)
The asset allocation model that best
suits any given investor depends on
where they land in regard to the three
factors above.
It’s important to remember that asset
allocation offers investors a trade-off.
During good times, a diversified portfolio’s return will lag the best performing
asset class. On the other hand, during
down periods, it will do better than the
worst performing asset class. It’s up to
each investor to decide what’s more important – participating more in the good
times by holding more stock or avoiding
the worst of the bad by holding less.
Reviewing your plan regularly
If you have an asset allocation plan
and still find yourself lying awake at

night, this is a chance to revisit your
plan for possible adjustments.
It’s possible you overestimated your
risk tolerance when creating your plan.
Due to their potential for providing
growth and, sometimes, income, stocks
have an important role to play in many
plans. But with that potential comes the
likelihood for greater price volatility
than is typically seen with other investments, such as bonds. If concern about
your investments is causing you stress,
this may be your opportunity to see
whether it’s time to scale back on how
much you have allocated to stocks.
It’s also possible that market activity shifted your allocations away from
your targeted amounts. Say you started
with a hypothetical portfolio of 60%
stocks/40% bonds. The rise in the stock
market over the last several years may
have shifted it to, for example, 75%
stocks/25% bonds, which means you
would experience more of the market’s
volatility than you intended.
You may also want to consider rebalancing your portfolio regularly. Rebalancing is simply checking your investments to see whether market activity has
caused them to drift. If they have, you
can decide if you want to sell investments that have increased in value and
use the proceeds to buy others that may
have decreased. Doing this at least once
a year – or allowing your investment
platform to do that for you – can keep
your allocations – and risk level – where
you want them.

Asset allocation and diversification are
investment methods used to help manage
risk. They do not guarantee investment returns or eliminate risk of loss including in a
declining market.
All investment involves risk, including
the possible loss of principal.
This advertisement was written by Wells
Fargo Advisors Financial Network and provided to you by Mike Stein, Managing Director – Investments.
Investments in securities and insurance
products are: NOT FDIC-INSURED/NOT
BANK-GUARANTEED/MAY
LOSE
VALUE
Investment products and services are offered through Wells Fargo Advisors Financial Network, LLC, Member SIPC, a registered broker-dealer and a separate non-bank
affiliate of Wells Fargo & Company.
© 2020 Wells Fargo Advisors Financial
Network, LLC. All rights reserved. HW
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Why this Broadway star brings her Jewishness to the
Wicked Witch of the West
traveled with the show for six months
until theaters shut down at the beginning of the pandemic. Earlier this month,
Suskauer returned to the role in Dallas,
where “Wicked” became the first tour of a
Broadway show to resume performances.
Based on Gregory Maguire’s novel,
the musical retells the Wicked Witch’s
story from her perspective, through
the lens of her unlikely friendship with
Glinda, the Good Witch. Written by
Jewish creatives Stephen Schwartz and
Winnie Holzman, “Wicked” humanizes
the witch.
Beyond the Jews involved in its creation, the story itself is rife with Jewish
resonance. Unlike the unsympathetic,
hook-nosed villain of the original story,
Elphaba begins the musical as a likable
outsider. She’s mocked and rejected for
her green skin throughout her youth and
scapegoated for societal chaos as an
adult.
The granddaughter of Holocaust survivors, Suskauer sees that resonance
as a responsibility. The Forward spoke
with her about the relationship between
her Judaism and her role.
Can you tell me a little bit about
your Jewish identity?
I’ve grown up with a very, very
strong Jewish identity because I come
from a family of Holocaust survivors.
My grandmother was born in a slave
labor camp in Siberia. Both of her parents escaped from Poland during the

Talia Suskauer (right) with Allison
Bailey as Glinda in Wicked.
Credit: Photo by Joan Marcus

By Rebecca Salzhauer

Republished with permission, Forward.
Talia Suskauer first stepped onto the
stage at her synagogue’s preschool as
Dorothy in “The Wizard of Oz.” Now,
she’s starring as Elphaba, the Wicked
Witch of the West, in the national tour
of the musical “Wicked.”
After making her Broadway debut as
an understudy in the musical “Be More
Chill,” Suskauer, then 23, joined the
“Wicked” tour in the Fall of 2019. She

Holocaust, and they met each other in
the slave labor camp, and gave birth to
her in Siberia in the freezing cold. Their
families, almost entirely, perished in the
death camp.
I think the fact that we’ve had so
much of our family die made our cultural identity very, very strong. My grandmother instilled in my mother the importance of practicing our traditions and
passing them along to the future generations. My dad’s side is Sephardic, so after the Inquisition, they spread all over
the place. After my grandmother came
to America, she became the director of
education at our local temple in Florida, where I grew up. I went to Hebrew
school there, and she was the principal.
Since you were last playing Elphaba in March of 2020, so much in the
world has changed. As you’re stepping back into the show, what is different?
I’m hearing the lines differently. A
huge part of our show is otherization.
Elphaba, who is green, gets treated a
certain way because she is who she is,
no matter what she does. Elphaba is so
righteous. She always takes the moral high ground. Sometimes her methods are a little unconventional and her
passion gets the best of her, but she’s
always standing up for what is right. I
feel like that intersects with my Judaism. One of our pillars is being a voice
for the voiceless and standing up for

ALL OF OUR BRIDGE CAPITAL
PARTNERS SEND BEST WISHES FOR
A HAPPY & HEALTHY
NEW YEAR

what is right and good. That’s Elphaba,
to a tee. This past year, with everything
that’s been happening from Black Lives
Matter to the attacks on Jewish people,
I’ve tried to take a page out of Elphaba’s
book and stand up for what’s right when
it’s the hardest. Bringing those experiences back into this story, all the lines
that I say that have to do with that carry
weight like they never have before.
How does it feel, as a Jewish woman
right now, to tell this story?
There’s a line in the show that says,
“The people just need a really good enemy. They need a scapegoat.” Throughout history, Jews have been designated
as that scapegoat. If there’s an issue, the
Jews did it. This happens time and time
again – the Inquisition, the Crusades,
the Holocaust – and that’s exactly what
is happening here on the show. It’s happened to other minority groups, but as
a Jewish woman, I can only bring my
experience, and it hits really hard. The
weight of it is not lost on me, and I consider it my duty to tell the story with my
own personal thoughts and experiences
intertwined with it.
You’ve been quite vocal about antisemitism on social media. What motivated you to use your platform that
way?
We say, as Jews, “never again,” and
it’s happening again. I’m very fortunate
– because of the show and other things
in my career – to have a platform, and
I would be doing Jewish people, and
everyone around me, a disservice if I
didn’t use that platform to spread the
word against the insidious beast that
is antisemitism. A lot of people don’t
call it out when they see it because they
don’t necessarily know that something
is antisemitic. Racism shows its face,
but antisemitism is ingrained in our stereotypes.
When I was a kid, I think I was embarrassed to call it out. Someone would
make a Jewish joke in school, and I
would just laugh it off. Thinking about
that makes me so ashamed because I
should have said, “You’re being antisemitic, and that is hurtful and mean.”
Now, I can’t sit on it anymore. It’s getting to the point where people are being
targeted because they’re Jewish, and it’s
very scary. I have to use my platform and
I will continue to use my platform. HW
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Prominent QAnon
Israel’s Chief Rabbinate
antisemite outed as Florida calls on Pope Francis to
evangelical
clarify comments on Torah
and Jewish law

A jacket that says “Qanon 1972.”
Credit:Spencer Platt/Getty
Images

By Ben Sales

(JTA) – A popular, vociferously antisemitic promoter of the pro-Trump
QAnon conspiracy theory was identified
as an evangelical Christian man from
Florida.
The man, who goes by GhostEzra on
the encrypted messaging app Telegram,
has more than 300,000 followers and
posts “explicit Nazi propaganda, including outright Holocaust denial and a slew
of conspiracy theories that often range
from obliquely to explicitly antisemitic,” according to Logically, an organization that tracks disinformation online
and uncovered his identity.
Among materials the man has posted
is a 12-hour film that claims Jews created communism in order to dominate the
world. GhostEzra’s Telegram channel,
according to Logically, has effectively
become a neo-Nazi chat room.
According to Logically’s investigation, GhostEzra is a pseudonym for
Robert Smart, an evangelical Christian
man who lives in Florida. Smart, as

GhostEzra, had posted photos and other
identifying markers that, perhaps ironically, situated him in an area of southeast Florida with a large Jewish population – near the cities of Boca Raton and
Boynton Beach.
Logically also sussed out Smart’s
identity through customer reviews he
had left on Google and Yelp using the
same name and avatar seen in one of
GhostEzra’s Telegram posts. In one instance, he left a one-star review of an
Orthodox synagogue in Boca Raton,
writing, “Not nice.”
Logically’s investigation appears to
put the question of GhostEzra’s identity to rest. At one point, suspicions had
swirled that the account was run by
Ezra Cohen-Watnick, a Jewish Donald Trump administration official who
once worked with Michael Flynn and
later was appointed to a senior Defense
Department post. Flynn was briefly
Trump’s national security adviser before resigning because he lied to the
FBI, and has since become a celebrity
among followers of QAnon.
But Cohen-Watnick’s lawyer, Mark
Zaid, wrote on Twitter in March that
GhostEzra’s posts were the “usual conspiracy laden Q’Anon garbage” and that
Cohen-Watnick was not associated with
the account.
In fact, Logically reported that GhostEzra’s antisemitic conspiracy theories
have become too extreme even for some
other leading promoters of QAnon,
a theory that falsely claims Trump is
fighting a secret cabal of Democratic
elites who kidnap and abuse children,
and harvest their blood. Scholars have
said that QAnon’s claims of worldwide
conspiracy and child murder for blood
have their roots in age-old antisemitic
canards. HW
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(JTA) – Israel’s Chief Rabbinate has
asked Pope Francis to retract a recent
comment about Jewish law that it said
might lead Catholic listeners to “derogatory conclusions” about Jews.
Rabbi Ratzon Arusi, chair of the Chief
Rabbinate’s Commission for Interreligious Affairs, sent a letter to the Vatican
expressing concerns about an Aug. 11
lecture there on God giving the Torah to
the Jews, Reuters reported last Wednesday. The Torah is the name given to the
first five books of the Jewish Bible.
“God offered them the Torah, the
Law, so they could understand his will
and live in justice,” Francis said in the
homily, according to a translation of his
remarks provided by the Vatican. “We
have to think that at that time, a Law
like this was necessary, it was a tremendous gift that God gave his people.”
What he said next is the objectionable
part: “The Law, however, does not give
life, it does not offer the fulfillment of
the promise because it is not capable of
being able to fulfill it,” the pope said.
“The Law is a journey, a journey that
leads toward an encounter … Those
who seek life need to look to the promise and to its fulfillment in Christ.”

The letter from Arusi was addressed to
Cardinal Kurt Koch, whose department
at the Vatican handles Jewish relations.
“In his homily, the pope presents the
Christian faith as not just superseding
the Torah; but asserts that the latter no
longer gives life, implying that Jewish
religious practice in the present era is
rendered obsolete,” Arusi was quoted
by Reuters as writing.
“This is in effect part and parcel of
the ‘teaching of contempt’ towards Jews
and Judaism that we had thought had
been fully repudiated by the Church.”
Arusi asked to “convey our distress
to Pope Francis” and requested the pope
act to “ensure that any derogatory conclusions drawn from this homily are
clearly repudiated.”
Koch’s office told Reuters last Wednesday that he was “considering [the letter]
seriously and reflecting on a response.”
Francis enjoys a good reputation
when it comes to Catholic-Jewish relations. He co-authored a book with a rabbi many years ago when he was still the
archbishop of his native Buenos Aires.
Last month, Francis acted to restrict the
use of the Latin Mass, a liturgical form
that calls for the conversion of Jews and
refers to Jewish “blindness.” HW
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Report: IDF intensifies attack options
against Iranian missile, nuclear program
(JNS) – Israel Defense Forces (IDF)
Chief of Staff Lt. Gen. Aviv Kochavi
said last Wednesday that Iran’s nuclear
progress has led the military to hasten
its operational preparations for preparing an attack option against Tehran’s
nuclear program.
According to a report by Walla, a section of funds from the recently passed
defense budget –58 billion shekels or
nearly $18 billion – will be diverted to
beefing up the attack option.
The report said that Maj. Gen. Tal
Kalman, head of the IDF’s Strategy and
Third Circle Directorate (previously
called the Strategy and Iran Directorate), is coordinating the steps to set up
attack options, including operational
plans, training plans and necessary force
build-up. Similar attack options are being prepared against Iran’s missile and
drone bases.
Meanwhile, Kochavi said the IDF is

Iranian C-14 class missile boat.
Credit: Wikimedia Commons.
“working systematically and in varied
ways to decrease Iran’s influence in the
Middle East.”
The report noted that Israel attacks
Iranian targets in the region once every
two weeks through missiles directed towards threatening positions at sea and
on Syrian territory.
IDF sources reportedly rejected Syrian claims that Israeli missiles were
being intercepted by Russian-made defense systems in the possession of Syrian President Bashar Assad. HW
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As Taliban take charge, uncertain future
for Afghanistan’s Jewish heritage sites

By Arno Rosenfeld

Reprinted with permission in Forward.
The simple stone facade of the Yu
Aw Synagogue in Herat, a city in western Afghanistan, conceals an elaborate
interior, including a blue, hand-painted dome that has in recent years been
painstakingly restored by local craftsmen with funding from the newly deposed national government.
Jewish sites received attention as part
of a push to restore cultural landmarks
of all kinds.
Afghanistan has only one known native Jewish resident remaining – Zablon
Simintov, who is reportedly safe in the
capital, Kabul. But the preservation of
Jewish sites in the country, especially
the former heart of the community in
Herat, had made significant progress
over the last decade through a combination of government and private funding.
That work now faces an uncertain future as the central Asian nation comes
under control of the Taliban, an extremist Islamic movement that controlled the
country in the 1990s and swiftly conquered provincial capitals and Kabul
over the weekend on the heels of the
American military withdrawal from the
country.
As recently as last year, there was a
sense of hope that the work of restoring sites of Jewish heritage could draw
Afghan Jews back from the diaspora.
“We are preserving this, their history for
them to return to,” Ghulam Sakhi, who
was hired by the Ministry of Culture to
look after Jewish buildings in Herat,
told Al Jazeera. “This property belongs
to them, and we are only safe keeping it
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for till they return.”
Under the Taliban, that kind of hope
is all but dead. The group is notorious
for the severity of their theocratic approach to governance, including their
practice of effectively banning women
from public life. And while they tolerated some minority religions during their
last stay in power, between 1996 and
2001 – they permitted the Kabul synagogue operated by Simintov to remain
open, and allowed the country’s tiny
Sikh minority to publicly worship under
strict restrictions – they’re known for
cracking down on religious observance
outside their chosen approach to Islam.
As part of that crackdown, the Taliban
has in the past destroyed sites of religious heritage: In 2001, they dynamited
a pair of giant Buddhist statues outside
Kabul that were listed as a UNESCO
World Heritage Site.
“We all know that they were not fond
of, mildly speaking, keeping heritage
sites of other religions,” said Rabbi
Mendy Chitrik, chair of the Alliance
of Rabbis in Islamic States, who had
helped oversee some of the Jewish preservation efforts in Afghanistan. Chitrik
said that barring a more radical turn by
the Taliban, he was not particularly concerned about the possibility that Jewish
sites in the country might be intentionally destroyed.
Instead, he said, he worries they
might undergo irreparable damage due
to the neglect likely to come with the
withdrawal of western military forces
and international aid groups.
“When you have less people visiting
the synagogue, when you don’t have
enough people who show interest in
Jewish heritage sites,” Chitrik said, “it
falls into despair and it collapses and it
gets lost.” That sort of loss has repercussions. Preserving Judaism’s heritage
in the country, Chitrik added, was key
to promoting a society that embraces a
form of pluralism that Taliban rule may
now threaten.
“Those elements that were there trying to protect, to shine, to clean, to put
a spotlight on Jewish heritage are forces who are looking and working toward
diversity,” said Chitrik, who is based in
Turkey. “So of course we fear for their
life, their well-being and the way they
look at the world.”
The rabbi was in touch with a group
of students this spring who were restoring a Jewish cemetery in Herat, part of
the synagogue complex, which also includes a mikveh, or Jewish ritual bath.
Reached a day after the Taliban took the
capitol, he had not heard from several
of his contacts in the country in recent
days. But he said that Simintov, whose
status as the so-called “last Jew in Afghanistan” has been widely covered,
was safe for the moment and that “we
hope for better news – for good news –
soon. HW
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OBITUARIES
Maurice Wexler

Maurice Wexler died on August 24,
2021, in Memphis, Tenn., at the age of
89. He is survived by his wife, Alice; his
children, Michael (Kathy) Wexler, Jonathan (Nicole) Wexler of Denver, Colorado; his grandchildren, Mia, Mollie, Jake
and Kate; his brother, Charles Wexler;
and cousins Stanley Starr and Elaine
Starr Roth. He was preceded in death
by his parents, Stella Benovitz Wexler
and Jacob J. Wexler; his brother, Morton
Fisher; and cousin Decie Starr Blitz.
Maurice was born in Denver in 1931
and moved to Memphis at a young age
to be raised by family after losing both
parents to illness. He graduated from
Central High School before earning an
undergraduate degree from the University of Colorado at Boulder. After
college, Maurice served in the Counterintelligence Corps of the U.S. Army
during the Korean War and then worked
for Goodyear in Waukegan, Ill.
While working at Goodyear during
the day, he attended law school at night
at Loyola University Chicago. After law
school he was recruited by his mentor
and close friend Lewis Donelson to
move back to Memphis to begin what
would become a distinguished 55-year
law career.
Maurice concentrated his practice in
labor and employment law as well as
general business litigation. He was one
of the founding shareholders of Baker Donelson and served in many leadership roles in the firm over the years,
including a term as its CEO. Maurice
was selected by his peers each year for
more than a decade for inclusion in Best
Lawyers in America and for inclusion
in Mid-South Super Lawyers. He is a
Fellow of the College of Labor and Employment Lawyers and served as President of the College in 2009. Maurice is
also a Fellow of the Memphis, American and Tennessee Bar Foundations and
is Master Bencher of the Leo Bearman
Sr. Inns of Court.
In 2006, members of the Equal Employment Opportunity Committee of
the American Bar Association’s Section of Labor and Employment Law
established a fund honoring Maurice
at the National Civil Rights Museum
in Memphis, where Maurice had been
a long-time member of the board of
directors. In 2001, the president of the

SPECIAL
DEADLINE!!!
WEEK OF
SEPTEMBER 9
DEADLINE
IS FRIDAY,
SEPTEMBER 3

American Bar Association named Maurice a member of the board of the ABA
Center for Human Rights. Additionally,
he was recognized with the “Pillars of
Excellence” award by the Law Chapter
of the University of Memphis Alumni
Association in recognition of his service
to the profession and the community
and his leadership roles in the legal and
civic spheres. In 2017, Maurice was the
recipient of the Judge Jerome Turner
Lawyer’s Lawyer Award by the Memphis Bar Association.
Maurice was a staunch believer in justice and equality and earned the respect
of both colleagues and adversaries. He
served as a mentor to many and touched
numerous lives through his integrity,
humility, wisdom and professionalism.
Known for his expertise in the field of
employment law, Maurice was published in various law publications and
frequently spoke both in Memphis and
around the country. After retiring in
2018, Maurice continued to share his
expertise, serving as assistant producer of “The 1968 Memphis Sanitation
Strike – Its Place in Labor Law.”
Throughout his life Maurice was invested in the Memphis community. He
served on the board of directors of the
Memphis Metropolitan YMCA and was
an adjunct professor at the University of
Memphis’ Cecil C. Humphreys School
of Law. He was also a longtime member
of Temple Israel.

Despite all of his success in business,
Maurice’s greatest enjoyment came
from his family.
Everyone who knows Maurice is
aware of his eternal devotion to Alice
in helping her cope with the challenges of multiple sclerosis. Maurice absolutely doted over his four grandchildren
and his love was reciprocated as each
enjoyed a special relationship with
Grandpa. Whether it was attending one
on Mollie’s tap performances or one of
Kate’s softball or volleyball games in
Memphis or spending time with Mia
and Jake in the mountains of Colorado,
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Maurice was happiest when he was with
his family.
The family is grateful beyond measure to Maurice’s friends and colleagues
from around the country for their friendship, support, prayers, and love.
Messages of condolence may be sent
to The Wexler Family at 745 West Suggs
Drive, Memphis TN 38120 or emailed
to mauricewexlerfamily@gmail.com.
In lieu of flowers, the family has
asked that donations be made to the National Multiple Sclerosis Society, National Civil Rights Museum or Temple
Israel General Fund. HW
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5782 — HIGH HOLIDAY GREETINGS — 2021
5782

2021

L’Shanah Tovah Tikatayvu
AVRON and WENDY FOGELMAN
and FAMILY
Extend
Greetings and Best Wishes
to their
Relatives and Friends
for
A Happy and Healthy New Year

5782

✡

2021

L’Shanah Tovah
Tikatayvu
SUZANNE AND
SCOTT BAUM
Extend Greetings
and Best Wishes
to our
Relatives and Friends
for A New Year
Filled With
Health, Happiness
and Prosperity

5782

✡

2021

L’Shanah Tovah
Tikatayvu
NEAL AND BETTYE
BERLIN
Extend Greetings
and Best Wishes
to our
Relatives and Friends
for A New Year
Filled With
Health, Happiness
and Prosperity

✡

2021

L’Shanah Tovah Tikatayvu

✡

THE ALEXANDER/
GROSS FAMILY
wish all of our
relatives and friends
A Happy and Healthy
New Year.

5782

5782

✡

5782

2021

SUSAN, RAYMOND,
and NATHAN AARON
EVANS
KIMBERLY and ANDY
NICOLAS
wish all their relatives
and friends
A Happy and Healthy
New Year

Have a
Sweet Year!

Faber Family Honey

✡

✡

2021

L’Shanah Tovah Tikatayvu

L’Shanah Tovah Tikatayvu

5782

HERMAN and
BOBBIE
GOLDBERGER
Extend Greetings
and Best Wishes
to our
Relatives and Friends
for A New Year
Filled With
Health, Happiness
and Prosperity

2021

THE FRAGER
FAMILY
wishes its family and
friends a Shana Tova.
Jerry, Barry, Lihan &
Meira Frager

May this New Year 5782 be filled with
good health and sweet simchas.

JEWISH FAMILY
SERVICE
Sends Greetings
and Best Wishes
for a New Year
Filled With
Health, Happiness
and Prosperity
sponsored by
an anonymous donor

5782

✡

2021

L’Shanah Tovah
Tikatayvu
JEWISH WAR
VETERANS POST 121
Extend Greetings
and Best Wishes
to our
Relatives and Friends
for A New Year
Filled With
Health, Happiness
and Prosperity

BERT and MONICA
LESS
wish all of our
relatives and friends
A Happy and Healthy
New Year.

5782

✡

2021

L’Shanah Tovah
Tikatayvu
JOSH AND ELANA
KAHANE
Send Best Wishes
to our
Relatives and Friends
for A New Year
Filled With
Health, Happiness
and Prosperity

5782

✡

2021

L’Shanah Tovah Tikatayvu
LISA AND SETH
KAUFMAN
AND FAMILY
Send Greetings
and Best Wishes
to our
Relatives and Friends
for A New Year
Filled With
Health, Happiness
and Prosperity

✡

5782
2021
RAE JEAN and SANDY
LICHTERMAN

PHILIP and ALYSE
EVANS and FAMILY
JEFFREY
LICHTERMAN

May All Our
Friends and Family
Have a Sweet
and Healthy
New Year

L’Shanah Tovah
Tikatayvu
Hal, Kim and Sam
Lovett
Sea Isle Dog Lovers

May You be Inscribed in the Book of Life
for a Healthy, Happy and Peaceful New Year

Working longer hours
trying to keep up?
Come home to a clean house!

CALL THE BEST!

—SERVING—
EAST MEMPHIS, GERMANTOWN
AND COLLIERVILLE

31 Years Serving Your Community
Many References Available

Sheril Greenstein

(901) 494-8598

LISA’S CLEANING SERVICE

hebrewwatchman.com
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5782 — HIGH HOLIDAY GREETINGS — 2021
Racelle Mednikow
and Family

Wish relatives and friends
a Happy Healthy
New Year
5782

✡

2021

L’Shanah Tovah
Tikatayvu
JOE AND JENNIFER
ROBERTS
and FAMILY
Send Best Wishes
to our
Relatives and Friends
for A New Year
Filled With
Health, Happiness
and Prosperity

5782

✡

2021

L’Shanah Tovah Tikatayvu
JANE & PAUL
RUBIN

Wish our friblings & friends
A Shana Tova of
Health & Simchas

✡

5782

2021

L’Shanah Tovah
Tikatayvu
AMY SILBERBERG

Sends Best Wishes
to my
Relatives and Friends
for A New Year
Filled With
Health, Happiness
and Prosperity

✡

5782

2021

L’Shanah Tovah Tikatayvu

ELAINE & IRVIN
SKOPP
Extend
Greetings and Best Wishes
To Their Relatives
And Friends
For A New Year Filled
With Health, Happiness
and Peace

5782

✡

2021

L’Shanah Tovah Tikatayvu

EMILY AND ALVIN
STEINBERG
AND FAMILY
Extend Greetings
and Best Wishes
to our
Relatives and Friends
for A New Year
Filled With
Health, Happiness
and Prosperity

5782

2021

May this New Year
be filled with
the promise of peace,
health and happiness.
HAROLD AND
MARGIE
STEINBERG

5782

✡

2021

L’Shanah Tovah
Tikatayvu
KEN AND JILL
STEINBERG
AND FAMILY
Wish our family and
friends a Happy and
Healthy New Year
5782

✡

2021

L’Shanah Tovah
Tikatayvu
Susan and Larry
Nieman
Wish our family and
friends a Happy and
Healthy New Year

Rosh Hashana Greetings

MATTEI’S GARAGE
Near Poplar and Mendenhall
Larry Cervetti, Owner
4930 Black Road

683-3158

L’SHANA
TOVA
BEST WISHES FOR A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

Best Wishes For
A Healthy and Peaceful New Year
2197 Central Ave. • 276-7368 • www.partyconcepts.net

Wishing our Clients and Friends
A Happy and Healthy New Year
the Rosenblum family
4646 Poplar, Ste 228 • Phone 766-0800

Our Best Wishes For
A Very Happy New Year

King Furs and Fine Jewelry
In Laurelwood Shopping Center

4568 Poplar

767-KING

CONSULTANTS, LLC

Geriatric Care Managers

Providing
caregivers
with guidance,
information,
support and caring.

PEACE OF MIND
in the decision-making process

Rena Rosenberg, Owner
Call (901) 680-0151
www.eldercarememphis.com
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Following media criticism, Spike Lee is re-editing
his documentary featuring 9/11 conspiracy theorist
who flirted with antisemitism

Spike Lee at the 57th New York
Film Festival in New York City on
Oct. 4, 2019.
Credit: Roy Rochlin/WireImage

By Andrew Lapin

(JTA) – Spike Lee has announced that
he is re-editing the final episode of his
new HBO documentary series about
New York following reports of early
media screenings that criticized the Oscar-winning filmmaker for prominently
featuring a conspiracy theorist who has
entertained antisemitic ideas.
“New York Epicenters: 9/11-2021½,”
a four-part documentary examining the
character of the city in the 21st century,
began airing last Sunday on HBO.
In its original cut, the final episode,
which had been scheduled to air on the
20th anniversary of the 9/11 attacks,
featured extensive interviews with
members of the conspiracy group Ar-

chitects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth.
Lee did not specify whether he would
cut the segment featuring the group or
what other changes might be in the works.
“I’m Back In The Editing Room And
Looking At The Eighth And Final Chapter
Of ‘NYC EPICENTERS 9/11-2021½,’”
Lee said in a statement released by HBO
and provided to Variety. “I Respectfully
Ask You To Hold Your Judgement Until
You See The FINAL CUT.”
The announcement follows articles in
The New York Times and Slate about
Lee’s flirtation with 9/11 conspiracy
theories.
Slate in its article critical of Lee focused on the interview space devoted to
Richard Gage, the leader of Architects
& Engineers for 9/11 Truth. At a 2012
event, Gage appeared to endorse the
suggestion by another participant that
Israel was behind the terrorist attack.
He regularly appears on podcasts where
conspiracies about Jews and the Holocaust are common.
The Times, meanwhile, quoted Lee as
saying that he still had “questions” about
what caused the Twin Towers to collapse
after they were hit by airplanes, alluding
to an alleged government cover-up. HW
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Suspect arrested for slapping Jewish
man in Florida after ‘dirty Jew’ remark
(JNS) – A suspect may face hatecrime charges after being arrested for
slapping a Jewish man in the face at a
resort hotel in Aventura, Fla., reported
Local 10 News.
Marcos Rodriguez was caught on video hitting Alain Altit last Sunday as they
stood by the children’s pool of the resort
water park Tidal Cove, part of the J.W.
Marriott Miami Turnberry Resort and
Spa.
Aventura police said Rodriguez’s
wife called a woman at the water park
a “dirty Jew.” Tanya Cohen, the victim’s
wife, told Local 10 News she thinks
Rodriguez’s wife made the remark after
her towel got wet from Cohen’s bathing
suit.
Police said when Altit confronted
Rodriguez about the comment, he got
slapped in front of his wife and five children. The person who took the video on
a cell phone yelled, “I got it, I got it,” referring to filming the assault. Rodriguez
was later arrested and taken to jail.
Maj. Michael Bentolila with Aventu-

ra Police Department said “we take any
threat to anyone seriously, especially if
it has to do with race, ethnicity – anything along those lines. If our investigation leads us any further, there could be
an enhanced hate crime.”
As reported, Cohen said “the guy was
definitely trying to pick a fight with a
Jew. We are in 2021. This shouldn’t be
happening anymore. In 2021, there is no
room for anti-Semitism.”
The Anti-Defamation League’s Florida office stated that it was outraged by
the incident.
“We are deeply disturbed by the report of this incident in Aventura. #Antisemitism should never be tolerated.
Calling someone a ‘dirty Jew’ is reprehensible. We urge @AventuraPolice to
continue to investigate this as a possible
#hatecrime.”
With an estimated 650,000 Jewish
residents, Southeast Florida is home
to the largest Jewish population in the
United States after the New York and
Los Angeles metropolitan areas. HW

Just Sold!

!
LD
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S

207 Meadowgrove LN Memphis TN 38120
!
!
LD $2,375,000
LD
SO

SO

An entertainer’s dream. This stunning home is a must see!
This exquisite custom-built home located in the River
Oaks area features 6BR / 5BA, home theater, wine cellar,
gourmet kitchen, gym, game room, multiple fireplaces.

6595 BRAMBLE CV

LEXINGTON CLUB DR
ST
Contact Logan591
Scheidt
about this home 319
or HAYNES
have any
questions regarding the Memphis real estate market!

Logan Scheidt

I AM THE

Cell: 901-569-5919
LOGAN
SCHEIDT
Office: 901-756-8900

REALTOR-ASSOCIATE®
6525 Quail Hollow Rd.,
C (901) 569-5919
• O TN
(901)
756-8900
Memphis,
38120
Firm license number #16943
Agent license #339592

Life, I am the new year.
I am an unspoiled page in your book of time.
I am your next chance at the art of living.
I am your opportunity to practice
what you have learned about life
during the last twelve months.
All that you sought
and didn't find is hidden in me,
waiting for you to search it out
with more determination.
All the good that you planned
and didn't achieve
is mine to grant
when you have fewer conflicting desires.
All that you dreamed but didn't dare to do,
all that you hoped but did not will,
all the faith that you claimed but did not have—
these slumber lightly,
waiting to be awakened
by the touch of strong purpose.
I am your opportunity
to renew your allegiance to Him who said,
'Behold, I make all things new.'
I am the new year.

Warmest wishes for a year filled with light and love;
with health and happiness; with peace and prosperity.

The RVW Team
Selwyn Gerber, Jonathan Gerber, Stephen Seo, Jesse Picunko, Loren Gesas, Mary Ann Moe, Mike
Chen, Simon Liu, Lisa Blackledge, Shelly Moore, Kristen Gunn, Abigail Huffstatler, Kelly Richardson
We are grateful for another year of strong growth in the number of client
families we serve and the assets entrusted to our stewardship.

RESILIENT INVESTING FOR TURBULENT TIMES

901.443.4000 • RVWWealth.com
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Taliban triumph in Afghanistan has Arab states and
Israel hedging dependence on US

Demonstrators in front of the White House protesting the U.S. withdrawal
from Afghanistan. Credit: John Smith 2021/Shutterstock.

By Ariel Ben Solomon

(JNS) – The Taliban’s quick takeover
of Afghanistan has Middle Eastern countries deeply concerned about their dependence on the U.S. security umbrella.
Elliott Abrams, who served as Special
Representative for Iran and Venezuela
during the Donald Trump administration, told JNS that Arab states could
be expected to increase security cooperation and consultation with Israel –
“though we will not see most of it.”
Asked how this could influence Iran’s
thinking, Abrams replied, “I believe that
Iran will have concluded the Biden team
is not first-rate and wants to avoid confrontations, so Iran is more likely to test
them now than it was six months ago.”
“I think the chances of going back to
the JCPOA (the 2015 Iran nuclear deal)
are down to perhaps 20 percent now,
and the big question is what Biden will
do as Iran continues its nuclear program

Amsterdam to
return Kandinsky
painting to
Jewish family
following public
outcry

– as the IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) reported this week,” said
Abrams.
The IAEA said in a report last Tuesday that Iran has accelerated its enrichment of uranium to near weapons-grade
level, according to Reuters. Additionally, a report from the IAEA released last
Monday found that Iran continues to
produce uranium metal.
Responding to that report, U.S. State
Department spokesman Ned Price said
that Iran “has no credible need to produce
uranium metal, which has direct relevance to nuclear weapons development.”
Uranium metal can be used to build
the core of a nuclear bomb.
Abrams, a senior fellow for Middle
Eastern studies at the Council on Foreign Relations, wrote in his Pressure
Points blog that the Afghanistan collapse
and the Abraham Accords are related in

that Arab states face threats in a region
dominated by Iran, Turkey, and Israel.
“What is happening in Afghanistan
will deepen the impression among Arab
governments that they cannot rely on
the United States to protect their security as they used to,” he stated.
“So those states have increasingly
drawn the conclusion that they have
one neighbor who unlike Iran or Turkey
poses no threat to them, and who continually displays a firm willingness to
use military power against its enemies.
That’s Israel.”
Therefore, ironically, the abrupt
American withdrawal from Afghanistan
could draw some Arab states closer to
Israel.
Indeed, this week in Jerusalem, Abbas
Kamel, director of the Egyptian General
Intelligence Directorate, met with Israeli Prime Minister Naftali Bennett, where
he extended an invitation for a state visit by Bennett to Egypt in the next few
weeks. A visit by Bennett to Egypt
would be the first by an Israeli leader in
nearly a decade; Benjamin Netanyahu
visited in 2011.
John Hannah, a senior fellow at the
Jewish Institute for National Security of
America, told JNS that over the past several decades, “few states have done more
to base their national security on U.S.
power, presence and credibility than the
Arab states of the Gulf and Jordan.”
“An American failure on the scale of
Afghanistan’s collapse, including the
reckless abandonment of longstanding
allies in the Afghan government and
military, cannot help but send shudders
through vulnerable U.S. partners in the
Arab world and make them wonder

what steps they need to take to make
sure they don’t become the next victim
of Washington’s headlong retreat from
the Middle East and global leadership,”
Hannah said.
Ironically, many observers point to
former President Barack Obama’s own
pursuit of the Iran nuclear deal in 2015
as planting the seeds for the Abraham
Accords negotiated under former President Donald Trump. Arab allies of the
U.S., afraid that the nuclear deal would
be a windfall for Iran, turned to Israel
as a result.
Taliban takeover ‘harms Islamism’
by repulsing Muslims
Daniel Pipes, president of the Middle
East Forum, said, “The cataclysm in Afghanistan has two great implications for
the outside world: the Taliban victory
and the American defeat.”
“Counterintuitively, the Taliban’s
triumph harms Islamism and even Islam because the Taliban represent such
extremism that their success repulses
many more Muslims than it attracts,”
said Pipes, adding “The American defeat will benefit governments hostile to
the United States, especially China but
also Russia, Pakistan, and Iran, as U.S.
allies hedge their bets.”
Hannah noted that as a result of the
perception of American weakness in association with the Afghanistan debacle,
different nations’ doubts will grow in regard to whether the U.S. will have their
backs when times get tough. He said,
“What hedging strategies will Middle
East governments pursue? Appeasing an
emboldened Iran? Pursuing greater ties
with China and Russia? Secretly seeking their own nuclear deterrent?” HW

Considering purchasing a new home
or refinancing your current one?
Now is a great time to take advantage of the current rate environment.
You could potentially eliminate years oﬀ of your mortgage
and maintain a consistent monthly payment.

By Cnaan Liphshiz

(JTA) – Following an international
outcry, Amsterdam said its city-owned
museum should return a Wassily Kandinsky painting that it had acquired
from a Jewish family that was under duress during the Holocaust.
Possession of “Painting with Houses,” which is believed to be worth at
least $22 million, should be transferred
from the city-owned Stedelijk Museum
to the family of Irma Klein, which has
been fighting for about a decade in court
to retrieve the painting, the municipality
said in a statement last Thursday.
The museum and city are in talks with
the family about making the restitution
happen in the near future, the report
said.
Klein and her husband sold “Painting
with Houses” in the 1940s for the modern-day equivalent of about $1,600 because they needed money to survive the
Holocaust. The Conference on Jewish
Material Claims Against Germany considers the painting stolen. Dutch authorities recognized this but have said the
“public interest” of having the painting
on display at the Stedelijk outweighs
that of the family trying to retrieve it.
This position, which diverges from
international restitution norms, has provoked international pressure and protests,
including by Dutch officials entrusted
with handling restitution claims. HW

CONVENTIONAL FINANCING | JUMBO | FHA/VA | PORTFOLIO
With more than 20 years of experience in mortgage lending, Scott Sorin is
the perfect candidate to assist you with any home financing need. Whether
you’re considering refinancing, a new home purchase, jumbo loans or
portfolio lending, Scott is eager to guide you through all of your options.

Scott Sorin
(901) 378-2244 | NMLS#40975
7465 Poplar Avenue | Germantown
scott.sorin@iberiabank.com
www.iberiabank.com/mortgage
©IBERIABANK, a division of First Horizon Bank. NMLS#472329
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‘Outlander’ helped me find meaning in this ancient Jewish ritual

Credit: Aimee Spinks © 2016 Starz Entertainment, LLC

By Avie Herman

Reprinted with permission Kveller.
At first glance, Jewish family purity
laws are anything but sexy. After all,
they’re all about when you can’t have
sex.
These laws, which can be found in
tractate Niddah in the Talmud, state that
for the duration of a person’s period and
the seven days after, they’re in a spiritual state called niddah, and sex is prohibited. Hugging, kissing, sharing a bed
and even casual touch with their partner
are strictly off limits, to avoid the temptation to take things further.
According to these laws, once your
period ends, you do an internal examination with a white cloth to confirm that all
bleeding has ceased, and continue these
checks daily for seven days. On the eve
of the seventh day you immerse in a ritual bath called a mikveh. After that, niddah is over and you can resume physical
intimacy as soon as you get home.
As an observant Jewish woman, I’ve
followed these laws since I got married
seven years ago. Though these laws
may seem archaic and period-shamey,

I’ve never seen them this way. That’s
because niddah is about spiritual purity,
which has little to do with cleanliness or
a woman’s worth. “Impurity is neither
evil nor dangerous,” according to this
great explanation from Rivka Slonim, a
self-proclaimed Hasidic feminist – it’s
simply a spiritual state of being that
comes about through menstruation and
is changed through immersion in a mikvah. You do have to prepare for this immersion by cleansing your body, but this
is only so that there is no barrier between
your entire body and the mikvah water.
And yet, I’ve always found these
breaks from physical touch stressful and
unpleasant. I’m a hugger! I love to cuddle. I crave physical closeness to my husband and I hate when it’s off limits. Plus,
the counting and checking and preparing
to immerse are kind of a drag – adding
even more things to my long to-do list.
As such, I was thrilled to go several
years without a period (or niddah) while
pregnant with and nursing my second
daughter. When my period returned about
a year ago, let’s just say I did not rejoice.

But then, I started watching “Outlander,” the sexy historical drama, currently
streaming on Netflix, that centers on
Claire, an English nurse in the mid-20th
century. While she and her husband,
Frank, are on their honeymoon, Claire
accidentally falls through some standing stones and travels back in time to
the 18th century, where she marries and
falls in love with a strapping Scot named
Jamie. (Spoiler alert: After gallivanting
around Scotland and France with Jamie for a couple years, she goes back
to Frank and spends 20 years with him
in Boston. After Frank dies, she finally
returns to Jamie in the 18th century and
they settle in the American Colonies.)
I’ve always loved some good,
old-fashioned escapism, and “Outlander” has been a perfect respite from this
nightmare of a year. Aside from the minor time-travel thing, “Outlander” is a
historically accurate feast for the eyes,
from the detailed costumes and sets, to
the societal norms and historical events
it depicts. The passion between Jamie
and Claire is palpable – their love scenes
make “Bridgerton” look quaint. Everything about the show is breathtaking, the
stakes are always high and the catharsis
when things work out is intense.
But perhaps more than anything,
“Outlander” has given me some valuable (if unlikely) insight into the Jewish
family purity laws I’ve always struggled
with. In short, it’s helped me see that
they may be sexier than they seem.
Allow me to explain. We all want
what Claire and Jaimie have, the intense
connection and fiery passion that spans
through time and space – and, uh, five
seasons – right? But as hot as their romance is, they’re missing something
that’s key in a long-term relationship:
stability.

Our customer wanted a glass fence around her
beautiful patio to help keep her family safer
while they were outside. We were thrilled to
bring this vision to life for her.
We are always willing to explore any style of
fence our customers desire, no matter what it
may be. So, don’t hesitate to ask our estimators
to quote that fence project you’ve got planned!
Wood | Chain Link | Iron & Aluminum Ornamental
Security Access | Staining | Entry Gates
Pool Enclosures | Dog Enclosures

Locally Owned & Operated | Free Estimates | Residential Financing Available

hebrewwatchman.com

Claire and Jamie are constantly separated by their adventures and misadventures. As they navigate battlefields,
witch trials and treason, they also face
the persistent threat of death and/or being lost to each other forever.
That kind of high-stress lifestyle is
not my cup of tea, but the truth is that
these constant separations are what
leave room for their passion to build. In
other words, it’s kind of like niddah.
You can’t want something you always
have access to, right? But observing
these laws by taking physical intimacy
off the table for half the month leaves
space for you to want it back. Reuniting after these breaks has some of the
excitement of the first time you were
together – minus the enormous strain of
being truly away from each other, plus
the comfort of all your shared history.
In “Outlander,” Claire seems to have
to choose between stability with Frank
or passion with Jaimie. As sexy as this
choice sounds, this is honestly a decision I would never want to make. Fortunately, I don’t have to: Jewish family
purity laws allow us to have both. In
other words, we can have our Frank and
eat our Jaimie, too.
Seen in this light, these laws feel almost like a gift, something that helps
keep the passion alive in our marriages beyond the fleeting honeymoon period. Of course, that doesn’t mean it’s
all rosy. The separations still suck. But
that’s kind of the point – it’s not like
Claire and Jaimie enjoy being separated
from each other, either!
These breaks from physical connection
makes that reconnection so much more exciting. They keep us from taking our time
together for granted. They make room for
anticipation and desire to grow. And, just
like “Outlander,” that’s kind of hot. HW

